See
This is a sculpture of a Scottish poet called Jackie Kay.

Make
A sculpture of someone from your family AND a poem collage about them.

Poem: Think of one word that sums up what you think of this person. Cut or tear out the letters that make up your word using newspaper or magazines. If you don’t have any, write it out in fancy letters, or find things around the house that look like letters of the alphabet.

Take pART
Meet artist Morgan on National Galleries Scotland Facebook page on Sat 18th July, 11am for a live Take pART Make-along. Have a bag of salt and flour (you need 2 parts flour to 1 part salt!) ready with a big bowl, a mug of water, a wooden spoon... and something to wipe up any spills close by in case it gets a bit messy!

If you can’t tune in, you can make your dough by slowly adding a spoon of water at a time to your flour/salt mixture until it forms a dough that you can roll into a ball, to squish and sculpt with!

Share
If you don’t live with the person that you’ve made, send them a picture or leave the sculpture outside for them to find!